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Abstract
The top-family quarks will decay in charm-family quarks while
beauty-family quarks serve the purpose of spectrators. Decay matrix
is suggested for quark and lepton decays.
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the global collaboration in particle
physics. The LHC will probe deeper into matter than ever before to ex-
plore a new energy region and search for new phenomena. LHC is scheduled
to start in April 2007. The 27 kilo-meter rings of LHC will circulate two
counter-rotating beams of protons at nearly the speed of light. Before the
run of LHC in 2007, we have to explore the maximum possibilities on the-
oretical grounds. Quantum Choromodynamics (QCD), the theory of strong
interactions, is unique among physical theories in its combination of logical
closure and empirical success. In the asymptotic Bjorken limit, the study
of the properties of strong interactions has proved to be one of the most
creative ideas [1]. Gluons are responsible for the strong interactions between
the colored quarks and also interact themselves. Gluons carry color-anticolor
charge. In a recent study, a group property violation in the charge structure
of gluons [2] is observed. This violation in the charge structue of gluons
changes the entire scnario of the QCD but favours the electroweak theory
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
In the present study, we suspect that only top-family quarks will decay
into charm-family quarks while the beauty-family quarks will serve the pur-
pose of spectrator. We expect the following decay matrix
1
Vquarks =


V00 V0r V0g V0b V0z V0b¯ V0g¯ V0r¯
Vr0 Vrr Vrg Vrb Vrz Vrb¯ Vrg¯ Vrr¯
Vg0 Vgr Vgg Vgb Vgz Vgb¯ Vgg¯ Vgr¯
Vb0 Vbr Vbg Vbb Vbz Vbb¯ Vbg¯ Vbr¯
Vz0 Vzr Vzg Vzb Vzz Vzb¯ Vzg¯ Vzr¯
Vb¯0 Vb¯r Vb¯g Vb¯b Vb¯z Vb¯b¯ Vb¯g¯ Vb¯r¯
Vg¯0 Vg¯r Vg¯g Vg¯b Vg¯z Vg¯b¯ Vg¯g¯ Vg¯r¯
Vr¯0 Vr¯r Vr¯g Vr¯b Vr¯z Vr¯b¯ Vr¯g¯ Vr¯r¯


where V00 = Vc0t0 , V0r = Vc0tr , etc. So far we have considered the most general
posibilty of the decay mechanism of quarks. The matrix V is obtained on the
basis of Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [9, 10]. We can suspect
the similar decay mechanism for the leptons and expect the decay matrix
Uleptons =


U00 U0r U0g U0b U0z U0b¯ U0g¯ U0r¯
Ur0 Urr Urg Urb Urz Urb¯ Urg¯ Urr¯
Ug0 Ugr Ugg Ugb Ugz Ugb¯ Ugg¯ Ugr¯
Ub0 Ubr Ubg Ubb Ubz Ubb¯ Ubg¯ Ubr¯
Uz0 Uzr Uzg Uzb Uzz Uzb¯ Uzg¯ Uzr¯
Ub¯0 Ub¯r Ub¯g Ub¯b Ub¯z Ub¯b¯ Ub¯g¯ Ub¯r¯
Ug¯0 Ug¯r Ug¯g Ug¯b Ug¯z Ug¯b¯ Ug¯g¯ Ug¯r¯
Ur¯0 Ur¯r Ur¯g Ur¯b Ur¯z Ur¯b¯ Ur¯g¯ Ur¯r¯


,
where V00 = Ve0τ0 , V0r = Ve0τr , etc. For the predictions, we will follow the
calculational details given in Refs. [11, 12].
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